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Two of Rob Morgan’s gliders at the recent Aerotow meet. Both are FAI F5J class electric with
3.6m wingspan. One is a full K3600 and the other has a Grafas wing on a K3600 fuselage.

2019 AGM
For those who didn’t attend this was a popular event with 28 attendees. This is probably a record for our club so
it is very reassuring to see this level of interest, particularly as the mood was highly supportive, with no
contentious issues being raised.
Key points:• new Committee. We farewelled Bill de Renzy and Gary Powell.. Bill has had more than 20 years as a
committee member serving a range of roles, the most recent being that of President.
• The new Committee is:
President - Richard Thompson
Treasurer - Roger Peddle
Secretary – Dave Marriott
General Committee – Rob Morgan, Mike Wilson and Caleb Day,
• Remits were passed which amended the Constitution to create a new Committee role of “Immediate
Past President”, and to allow for using electronic voting for future decisions.
Trophies were awarded to Bill de Renzy for his service to the Club, and to Caleb Day for “most improved flyer”

Pits trial
Next time you visit the site you will notice that we have close mowed the area between the pits/car access and
the taxiways. The intention is that you can use this area to set up and start your model, then taxi directly out to
the runway. This will avoid a safety risk of flyers being struck by vehicles and also the issue where models tied
down for starting can be in the way of vehicles trying to get in or out of the car park areas.
As previous – models must be restrained while starting, and facing out towards the runway.
We intend to try this for a couple of months and if members prefer it, it will become a permanent arrangement.

Aerotow meeting (from Bill de Renzy)
Aero Tow - TECT Park April 2019
The weekend started on Friday with a few keen pilots turning up early to get some nervous flights over and
done with. The weather did not disappoint, and Rob Johnson was ready with the trusty 1/3rd Cub and thermals
were tested early. Wayne had his first flight to analyse his set up with the ASH.
I arrived about six o’clock when I arrived to set up and the camp looked as though it was full. With much catch
up and discussion over the day and of course – ale.
Saturday morning gave the campers a brilliant red sky and a cold
wind which was a very spectacular but disappointing start to
the day. Several more pilots arrived over the morning and by
11.00am the towing had begun with a south westerly breeze
dropping. Thermals early on were a little difficult to work but
they were about, Stu managed the first half hour flight with the
Slingsby Petrel.

BBQ Lunch

The Tauranga chefs appeared around midday, and lunch was
prepared and provided for those who desired from the BBQ
where most took up the offer. As the burger patties and
sausages progressed for lunch so did the sky and the afternoon proved to be quite lucrative with better
thermals, good lift a good turn-out of pilots and spectators from TMAC and from the public in general. The hand
launch guys of Richard Thompson and Bruce Clarke were out in the later part of the afternoon showing
everyone how-to pick-up lift low down and use it to good effect.
Saturday evening the chefs excelled and
produced a wonderful dinner and dessert
which went down a treat with everyone.
Sunday morning dawned warm and clear, not
a breath of wind, breakfast was over quickly
and everyone was into the air. Long flights
and good heights were the order of the day
and launching continued behind the Cub with
Bruce Clarke wondering how he can
Dominic Sharland doing the honours,
get hold of one of these.
somewhat more relaxing than the big Air NZ
things he belts around the sky in for work. Dominic often completes a tow with a few crazy aero’s thrown in
before smooth roller landings.
There were some impressive sailplanes on show many of them scratch built woodies in the order of 4–5 metres
span. The carbon/glass ships were there as well from the graceful ASH25 of Wayne Bilham to the GPS racer of
Rob Johnson. Let’s not forget everyone else in between and those who came for a general fly.
Flying continued until one of the Cub ignition packs threw a wobbly around two o’clock and we had to chuck in
the aero tows. The hand launch and electrics came out, those who had travel started to wander off with Bruce
and Richard not leaving until almost dark.
A big thank you to TMAC who gave us their club field for the weekend and provided the food for all who
attended.
Thanks for those who came to fly and thanks to those who came to watch, I am sure they all went away
impressed with aero tow.
(Editor’s note – we hope to repeat this event in 12 months’ time)

← The charging
station was well used,
and the solar power
supply and storage
battery held up for the
whole weekend

Bob McGrath from Wellington
preparing the Bergfaulk for flight
with Vic Shaw looking on. →
Camp on Saturday morning ↓

← Bill Jackson hooking up
before launching on the East /
West runway. Pilots box on the
intersection of both runways

Useful links – sometimes slightly oriented towards aviation
•

•

Old footage of RAF Coastal Command - https://youtu.be/RW1dmmJhIjA
One issue that the Axis powers didn’t take into account during WW2 was the US capacity to build
military hardware. Video of B24s being mass produced by Ford.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2zukteYbGQ

Whats on?
•
•

Next club night 1st May. Bill and Roger will talk about their recent visit to the Avalon Airshow in
Melbourne.
Auction June 16th. All hands on deck!

Wings test questions

(contributed by Fred Propwash)

Are you ready to take your test?
Question
5. Explain the requirement
of consent from the
property owner prior to
flying
11. Describe “Line of
Sight” operation
20. Why is it good practice
to balance
propellers/blades/fans?

Model Answer
TMAC: In addition to common courtesy and the need to respect privacy, this is a
requirement of CAA Part 101.
TECT Park is a MFNZ registered site and has resource consent for model flying operations.
This means that it is not necessary to seek consent for individual flying activities – consent
has been granted in our lease.
TMAC: Be able to see the aircraft with your own eyes (eg, not through binoculars, a monitor,
or smartphone) to ensure separation from other aircraft (or use an observer to do this in
certain cases)
TMAC: An out of balance propeller may cause excessive vibration leading to:-:
- damaged bearings, fatigue shafts leading to shaft breakage
- loosening of bolts, fuel foaming (engine deadstick), needle valve instability, damage to
servos and radio gear,
- premature glow plug failure.

General snippets
•
•

•
•

•
•

Congratulations to Dave Blanden for getting his BP wings. Dave flew a 20cc petrol low wing Extra model
in a tricky cross wind so his success is well deserved. Are you ready to take your test?
Website camera – this is continuing to be an issue with intermittent failures. This has been discussed
with the weather station suppliers and the issue is now thought to be degradation of the mobile phone
signal since the weather station was installed. A trial has been carried out with a high gain directional
aerial but without success. It looks like we will have to endure this problem until the new cellphone site
is installed (12 months?)
Pest control –We have noticed an increase in the number of rabbits, who have a bad habit of digging
craters in the runway. The park ranger has been advised. Our lease places the responsibility for pest
control with park management.
Preparations are gathering for this year’s auction on June 16th. This year looks like being another busy
time. We have at least one estate sale including a model trailer. Classic Flyers will contribute a scenic
flight in a Stearman to be auctioned. Have you cleared out the shed yet or made up a wish list of what
your need?
The Committee has recently given approval in principle for an earthmoving project to increase the
number of carparks. This is at a conceptual stage and will be subject to the club gaining funding support
from external charities.
You should by now have received your new MFNZ membership card. This year they are white. Please
keep it with you at the airfield, or preferably put a clip on it and wear it. This will avoid embarrassment if
you are asked to confirm that you are a paid p MFNZ member and therefore are insured.

Quirky stuff (by investigative reporter Andy Avgas)

• When did you last have a meal at Classic Flyers?. They have upgraded their fleet of children’s
peddle aeroplanes (12 in total). These are really cool, and if you look carefully you will find a
cartoon Mustang, Corsair, Me109, Mitsubishi Zero and others. Made by Phil Rowse.
(and NO – you are too big to sit in them!)

•

Strange Pagan ceremony? Or are they water divining?

For Sale
Several planes and motors for sale. Contact Bill de Renzy if interested.
If these are not taken, they will be put in the auction.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Giles 202 with Super Tigre motor, 1
flight, 1500span
Chipmunk, Tower Hobbies ARF, with
GMS 2000 motor, spare wing and
fuselage.
Electric “Flip” glider
Rambler 30, World Models 1430span.
with Thunder Tiger motor
OS 46 FX motor
“Leo” kit with ASP 120FS motor. NIB

Use of East/West runway
In the last month we have had numerous days with an Easterly wind. This creates a cross wind on the main
North/South runway and is further complicated as it comes up from the valley and creates a rotor directly above
the runway. This can be quite scary on landing approach. Club members have stayed at home or sat in the day
shelter moaning about the conditions. Some have arrived and gone home without getting out of their car. A few
have flown with generally successful outcomes.
But why ? - when we have a perfectly serviceable cross wind runway specifically for these conditions?

The sketch above shows the location of parking, pits and pilots’ box, when using the East/West runway.
• The first few to arrive at the site should assess the conditions and make a decision which runway to
operate from.
• Use the gate road cones to direct traffic to the area in use.
• If the wind changes during the day, have a chat to your mates to see if there is interest in changing to the
alternative runway. This will mean moving your
car and kit, but that’s a small
effort in exchange for being able to fly in any wind
direction.
The added bonus is that when using the East/West runway,
the sun is always behind you.

That’s all for this month
Dave M
Editor
(if you want photos of aeroplanes – send me some !)

